
...as well as to the 

underlying terrain.
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Penguin colonies take 

a variety of forms...
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...and colony shape is 

tied to colony dynamics

(analogies to other 

physical phenomena)...
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Are colonies on more complex terrain 

inherently more vulnerable to 

stochastic fluctuations in abundance?

Meyer-Rochow and Gal (2003)

+

and

Do shifts in diet precede shifts in the 

spatial structure of the colony?



Almost everything we know about colony shape 

comes from sub-meter commercial satellite imagery.
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➙ extracting colony shape from Landsat is key



The key technical challenge is extracting information about colony 

shape from low-resolution Landsat imagery

imagery “super-resolution”
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This process requires a pixel-level stacking of Landsat imagery over the entire Landsat era
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Custom interactive applications design to 

allow teams of students to manually sift 

through ~90,000 Landsat images to eliminate 

cloud contamination and manually align 

Landsat to high resolution imagery 

1984

present

Christian Che-Castaldo
(co-PI and Black-belt Landsat wrangler)





Landsat aligned with 

high-resolution imagery



Landsat not aligned with 

high-resolution imagery



➢ spatial point process models 

for describing nesting patterns

Spatial point 

process models



blue = low-resolution starting point

pink = truth

blue = high-resolution reconstruction

pink = truth

200 m

Source: Wikimedia

A molecular dynamics inspired approach to extracting colony shape



Pushing the envelop of 

phototourism

Credit: Snavely and Hays (2009 CVPR)
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Digital elevation model Photo Precisely geopositioned photo 

for colony location extraction



A molecular dynamics inspired approach to extracting colony shape

Can phototourism data constrain shape 

reconstruction? 

We sure hope so!

blue = low-resolution starting point

pink = truth

blue = high-resolution reconstruction

pink = truth

200 m



Arthur Harbor 

colony 2005

Arthur Harbor 

colony 2006overlay

How do we quantify shape change?
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nice option because it

handles multi-part shapes well and 

has a basis in penguin biology

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟2

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

Quantifying shape change: three options (of many)
1

Statistical description of shape in 

terms of a skeleton and branching ribs

3

2005 ➛ 2006 transform 2006 ➛ 2005 transform

Diffeomorphism provide differentiable 

metrics of shape difference2

Günay Dogan (NIST)



Reaching back even further in time with Landsat MSS

Want more details? 

Ask Matt Schwaller



And in the midst of Omicron, a nearly miraculous expedition to the Weddell Sea 



Step 3: Photographs of the Antarctic 

landscape taken by tourists can be 

aligned to digital elevation models and 

the colony boundaries extracted as a 

constraint on shape reconstruction.

Step 1: Landsat images over penguin colonies are 

georegistered and stacked for a super-resolution methodology 

based on ’detection modelling’ in wildlife ecology.

1984

present

➢ processed 20,502 Landsat 5-7 

images from 1984 to present

Step 2: Computational geometry is used to reconstruct the 

most likely shape given the Landsat estimates.


